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• Cases addressing…
– Open Meetings

– Rezoning decisions

– Who can sue, and when?

– Abandoned buildings

– Easements

– Takings

– Others and questions, time permitting.

Iowa Supreme Court
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Hutchison v. Shull

Iowa Supreme Court
March 18, 2016 

Hutchison v. Shull
• On March 4 the board held a public meeting to unanimously approve 

an annual budget that included all county employees’ salaries, with 
raises.

• Before, during, and after that time, however, members of the Warren 
County Board of Supervisors met with the County Administrator 
individually to discuss a restructuring of county government, which 
included the termination of a number of employees.  

• On March to 25 and 26 the County Administrator, one Board 
member and the County Attorney met with each employee who was 
terminated to give them notice of the restructuring and offer them a 
severance package, the details of which had been worked out 
through the individual conversations between the County 
Administrator and the Board members.

Hutchison v. Shull

• On April 16 the employees who were eliminated brought 
suit against the County, claiming that the Board, the 
County, and the individual supervisors violated Iowa’s 
Open Meeting Law. 

• On April 18 the Board provided notice for their next 
meeting which included considering the restructuring and 
the severance agreements. The meeting that day lasted 
about 20 minutes- the Board passed both resolutions 
and did not allow for public comment.
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Hutchison v. Shull

• Trial Court
– Because a majority of the board was never 

together in one place to discuss the 
restructuring, they did not explicitly violate 
Iowa’s open meetings law. 

– Board members testified, however, that they 
understood the law and found ways to work 
around it.

Hutchison v. Shull

• Iowa Supreme Court reiterated that 
ambiguities regarding the Open Meetings 
Law should be resolved in favor of 
openness.

• To do so it found it necessary to resort to 
common law rules of “agency” to interpret 
OMA.  To do otherwise would undermine 
the clear purpose of the statute.

Hutchison v. Shull

• Iowa Supreme Court effectively read the 
statute to now say…
– “all in-person gatherings at which there is 

deliberation upon any matter within the scope 
of the policy-making duties of a governmental 
body by a majority of its members, including 
in-person gatherings attended by a majority of 
the members by virtue of an agent or a 
proxy.” 
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Hutchison v. Shull
• Using the county administrator to “conduct 

‘shuttle diplomacy’ worked so well they 
managed to implement the 
restructuring…without deliberating a single 
detail of the reorganization during a public 
meeting.”

• Deliberation is the province of elected 
bodies.  Elected body cannot use agents 
to deliberate.

Hutchison v. Shull

• To close the loop on the Court’s reasoning, 
the case was remanded back to the trial 
court to determine whether an agency 
relationship legally existed between the 
County Administrator and one or more of 
the Supervisors existed.

Hutchison v. Shull

• Three justices dissented:
– The decision could have unintended consequences 

for well-meaning government actors. It arguably 
overrules a 35-year old case in which the Iowa 
Supreme Court rejected the idea that serial phone 
conversations with less than a majority of a board 
could violate the open meeting law. 

– The Iowa legislature twice considered, but failed to 
pass, legislation that would have addressed serial 
gatherings of elected officials.  This is evidence that 
they did not intend to include such gatherings within 
the meaning of the existing statute.
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Hutchison v. Shull

• Continuing to dissent really hard:
– Other jurisdictions have “resoundingly rejected” the 

majority’s interpretation of a “meeting.”

– The interpretation will chill necessary and appropriate 
private consultations by public officials that precede 
open meetings.

– The majority’s new agency theory rests on a legal 
fiction that treats the county administrator as a 
supervisor.

Consequences?

• When Council Member Jones asks to 
discuss the upcoming rezoning application 
how will you respond?

• How will you respond when he asks you 
“Have you talked to Council Member 
Smith about this?  What does she think?”

Nebraska Supreme Court

• The open meetings law does not require 
policymakers to remain ignorant of the issues 
they must decide until the moment the public 
is invited to comment on a proposed policy…. 
By excluding nonquorum subgroups from the 
meaning of public body, the Legislature has 
balanced the public’s need to be heard on 
matters of public policy with a practical 
accommodation for a public body’s need for 
information to conduct business.”

• City of Elkhorn v. City of Omaha (2007)
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Residential and Agricultural 
Advisory Committee 

v.
Dyersville City Council

Iowa Supreme Court
December 9, 2016

Field of Dreams

• Dyersville City Council voted to rezone the area 
containing the site of the Field of Dreams movie from A-1 
Agricultural to C-2 Commercial to facilitate the 
development of a a 24-field baseball and softball 
complex

– Farmhouse and original baseball field used for the 
movie continue to be maintained as a tourist 
attraction. 

Field of Dreams

• Community members filed two writs of certiorari to 
challenge the rezoning on a number of grounds.

• The District Court annulled the writs and found in favor of 
the city council. Appeal to the Iowa Supreme Court 
followed. 

• Supreme Court addressed the question lingering since 
Sutton v. City of Dubuque:  
– When is a rezoning a quasi-judicial action?  When is it a 

legislative action?
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Recap
Sutton:  An action is quasi-judicial when

1. The rezoning occurs in response to a citizen 
application followed by a statutorily mandated 
public hearing; 

2. As a result of such applications, readily 
identifiable proponents and opponents weigh in 
on the process; and 

3. The decision is localized in its application 
affecting a particular group of citizens more 
acutely than the public at large. 

Recap

• In Sutton the Court “cited these factors 
with approval.”  

• The court found that the city council was 
engaging in quasi-judicial decision-making 
when it approved a landowner’s PUD 
rezoning request.

Why does it matter?

• For quasi-judicial decisions the decision-
making body is required to conduct a more 
formal fact-finding proceeding and make 
findings of fact in support of its decision.

• Quasi-judicial proceedings are also 
subject to greater judicial scrutiny when 
reviewed by an appellate court.
– Think Zoning Board of Adjustment.
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Since Sutton…

• It has not been clear the reach of the 
Court’s reasoning.
– Are all rezonings quasi-judicial?

– Just rezonings to PUD classifications?

– Does the quasi-judicial determination only 
matter to dictate how the opinion must be 
appealed procedurally? 

Back to Field of Dreams

• The Supreme Court noted in the present 
case that in Sutton it chose not to hold that 
all public zoning hearings should be 
classified as quasi-judicial. (?)
– “We noted [in Sutton] the ‘quasi-judicial 

character of municipal rezoning is particularly 
evident in matters involving PUD zoning.”

Field of Dreams
• “The city council was acting in a legislative 

function in furtherance of its delegated police 
powers. The council was not sitting ‘to determine 
adjudicative facts to decide the legal rights, 
privileges or duties of a particular party based on 
that party’s particular circumstances. The 
[decision] was not undertaken to weigh the legal 
rights of one party (the All-Star Ballpark Heaven) 
versus another party (the petitioners). The council 
weighed all of the information, reports, and 
comments available to it in order to determine 
whether rezoning was in the best interest of the 
city as a whole.”
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Really?

Field of Dreams
• Court will not sit as “super-zoning” commission to 

review legislative decisions of councils and boards 
of supervisors.

• Judicial review limited to “determine whether the 
decision…is fairly debatable.”

• A decision is “fairly debatable” when “reasonable 
minds may differ, or where the evidence provides 
a basis for a fair difference of opinion as to its 
application to a particular property.”

• If a rezoning decision is “fairly debatable” then a 
court will decline to substitute its judgment for that 
of the city council or board of supervisors.

Field of Dreams

• Supreme Court also addressed the relationship of the 
comprehensive plan to zoning decisions (the “in 
accordance with…” question).
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Field of Dreams
• Court referred to its 1993 decision in Iowa Coal Mining 

Co. v. Monroe County
– “compliance with the comprehensive plan requirement 

merely means that the zoning authorities have given ‘full 
consideration the problem presented, including the needs 
of the public, changing conditions, and the similarity of 
other land in the same area.'”

• 1974 Comp plan sent mixed signals.
• 1991 Community Builder Plan highlighted need to 

preserve Field of Dreams site as tourist attraction.
• 2003 future annexation plan did not include FoD site in 

20 year plan.

Field of Dreams
• Court referred to the boilerplate language found in 

every plan that says rezonings should be made 
with consideration of the unique character of the 
area, the suitability of the land for the proposed 
use, the conservation of buildings or value, and 
the encouragement of the most appropriate use of 
the land.
– It noted that the FoD site is a unique parcel of land, 

and that the council considered the distinctiveness of 
the land and whether the proposed rezoning would be 
the best use of the site for the benefit of the 
community as a whole.

– Highlighted the Community Builder Plan for support.

Concerned Citizens of 
Southeast Polk School 

District 
v. 

City of Pleasant Hill

Iowa Supreme Court
April 22, 2016
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SE Polk v. Pleasant Hill

• June 1994 Pleasant Hill (BCC) established 
Copper Creek URA to remain in effect for 
20 years, but the plan allowed for future 
amendments consistent with Chapter 403.  

• BCC established two more URAs, one in 
1995 and one in 2000.

• All URAs were for economic development 
purposes.

SE Polk v. Pleasant Hill
• January 1995 – between the Copper Creek URA 

and the other two URAs – the legislature amended 
Chapter 403 to limit TIF revenue for economic 
development areas (not slum or blighted areas) to 
twenty years. 
– This applied to new URAs formed after January 1995, 

thus grandfathering older URAs.

• The same legislation allowed municipalities to 
freeze TIF valuation for an entire URA, not just the 
the part of the URA where the project was being 
constructed.

SE Polk v. Pleasant Hill
• In 2006 the three URAs that were created in 1995 and 2000 

were consolidated into the 1994 Copper Creek URA (now 
called Pleasant Hill URA), and additional property was 
included. All URAs were economic development areas.

• In 2013 the city annexed 238 acres and incorporated that land 
into the URA.  The city also attempted to extend the original 
TIF district for 20 years by using the grandfather clause in the 
1995 legislation.

• City’s intent was to use TIF revenue from old Copper Creek 
URA to subsidize infrastructure in the newly added areas of 
the larger Pleasant Hill URA (and potentially other stuff).
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SE Polk v. Pleasant Hill
• SE Polk school district challenged the City’s urban renewal 

plan.

• They claimed the plan violated Iowa law because it (1) 
unlawfully extended the duration of a TIF area; (2) unlawfully 
used revenue from the TIF area to support development in 
other parts of the city; and (3) failed to conform to the terms of 
the city’s general plan.

• District court ruled in favor of the City by deciding that the 
twenty-year time limit for the TIF did not apply because the 
original TIF was created before the time limit took effect.  
Consolidating the districts did not enact the limit.

SE Polk v. Pleasant Hill
• Legislature’s intent was to grandfather urban 

renewal areas identified in renewal plans 
prior to 1995, not to allow amendments that 
would sweep larger geographic areas into 
those plans.
– Otherwise a city could create a perpetual TIF for 

economic development purposes across all its 
territory, merely because it had approved a small 
scale economic development TIF prior to 1995.

• Once the URAs were consolidated, the old 
Copper Creek URA (and the right to extend it) 
ceased to exist.

SE Polk v. Pleasant Hill
• The court also decided that, in the 

abstract a city can use TIF revenues 
from one former URA in another URA 
once they are merged; however a city 
cannot simultaneously extend a former 
URA (taking advantage of 
grandfathering) while simultaneously 
treating the former URA as being 
integrated into a larger URA.
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SE Polk v. Pleasant Hill

• To be clear, a municipality that merges several 
economic development URAs after January 1, 
1995 may find that the TIF division of revenue 
within the merged URA is subject to several 
different sunset dates. Iowa Code section 
403.17(10) permits this. What the municipality 
cannot do, however, is take advantage of the 
grandfather provision to avoid the sunset date 
altogether in any portion of the merged URA. The 
grandfathering privilege is lost once the merger 
occurs and the pre-1995 URA no longer exists.

SE Polk v. Pleasant Hill

• Conformance with a city’s general plan:  
– The urban renewal plan and general plan do 

not need to be mirror images of each other.  

– In this case the urban renewal plan was not in 
conflict with the general plan.  At most the 
general plan did not mention some of the 
improvements that were part of the urban 
renewal plan.  

Iowa Court of Appeals
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Iowa Coalition Against the 
Shadow (ICATS) and 

Rockne Cole 
v. 

City Council of Iowa City

Iowa Court of Appeals 
January 27, 2016

ICATS and Cole v. Iowa City
• Iowa City owns property at the corner of Gilbert and College, 

zoned Neighborhood Public Zone (P-1).
• City Council requested proposals from developers for a 

project on the property.  Council accepted a proposal for a 20-
story mixed use building that would require the property be 
rezoned to Central Business Zone (CB-10) which has no 
height restrictions.

• A group of community members, none of whom owned 
property next to the lot, nor sought to purchase the lot, 
petitioned the city to rezone the property to Central Business 
Support (CB-5), which has a 75-foot height limitation.

• Planning Commission recommended denial.  City Council 
denied.

• Litigation ensued.

ICATS and Cole v. Iowa City

• The group argued the proposed building 
and required zoning (CB-10) contradicted 
the comprehensive plan and was illegal 
spot zoning.

• Issues are (1) standing, (2) ripeness.
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ICATS and Cole v. Iowa City

• Standing (are you harmed?)
– Person bringing suit must have (1) specific 

personal or legal interest in the litigation, and 
(2) be injuriously affected.  Factors:

1. Proximity of person’s property to property in question

2. Character of neighborhood

3. Type of change proposed

4. Whether person is one entitled to receive notice under the 
ordinance.

ICATS and Cole v. Iowa City

• Court on standing question.
– No standing.  No party to litigation owned the 

property or nearby property. Stated reason, 
“to protect our cherished commons, and allow 
future generations of children to enjoy the 
bright sunlight” is a generalized grievance 
shared equally with all, and not particular to 
litigants.

ICATS and Cole v. Iowa City

• Ripeness (is it too soon to tell if you are 
harmed?)
– Court did not address, but did comment that 

because lot is still zoned P-1, the litigants 
cannot claim any harm.  Further, granting CB-
5 would not prevent Council from later 
rezoning to CB-10.  The “harm” (CB-10) is not 
yet realized.
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City of Harlan 
v. 

Walter Rogers

Iowa Court of Appeals 
January 27, 2016

City of Harlan v. Walter Rogers

• Rogers lived out of state, but obtained a house in 
Iowa in 2004 when his father-in-law died. House 
was built in 1885.  He made minor repairs to the 
property after acquisition.

• Between 2007 and 2014 the house sat empty and 
Rogers paid all special assessments.

• In 2012 the City declared the house a nuisance. 
Both parties filed for continuance multiple times. In 
2014 the house was declared abandoned.

• Rogers argued his desire to “maintain his ownership 
in the property in Harlan” is sufficient to overcome 
the conclusion that the property was abandoned.

Chapter 657A.10A 
657A.10A – evidence of abandonment:
 Delinquent property taxes or special assessments.
 Utilities shut off.
 Building is unoccupied.
 Building does not meet housing code or building code.
 Deterioration of the building is occurring.
 Building is boarded up or otherwise secured from unauthorized 

entry.
 Owners demonstrated good-faith effort to rehab property prior to city 

filing petition.
 Past efforts to rehabilitate the building and grounds.
 The presence of vermin, debris, uncut vegetation.
 Effort expended by city to maintain the building and grounds.
 Compliance with orders of the local housing or building official.
 Any other relevant evidence.
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Harlan v. Rogers
657A.10A – evidence of abandonment:
 Delinquent property taxes or special assessments.
 Utilities shut off.
 Building is unoccupied.
 Building does not meet housing code.
 Deterioration of the building is occurring.
 Building is boarded up.
 Past efforts to rehabilitate the building and grounds.
 The presence of vermin, debris, uncut vegetation.
 Effort expended by city to maintain the building and grounds.
 Compliance with orders of the local housing official.
 Any other relevant evidence.

Harlan v. Rogers
• Rogers argued that the common law definition 

of “abandonment” implies intent to relinquish 
rights, and he had no such intention.  

• The court concluded that his desire to maintain 
ownership of the property was not relevant.  The 
statute defines “abandoned” for us, and intent is 
not the overriding, or even one of the listed 
factors in making the determination. 

Hamner
v.

City of Bettendorf

Iowa Court of Appeals
October 12, 2016
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Hamner v. City of Bettendorf
• Subdivision plat grants typical 25-foot utility easement across litigant’s properties.  

Includes easements “for sanitary sewer and storm sewer purposes and for drainage 
purposes over and across all of the easements….”

• Bettendorf adopted the Stafford Creek Stream Bank Improvement Project, which 
includes 

– removing all trees and foliage within the twenty-five-foot easements on both 
sides of the creek;

– Installing a retaining wall on the Tanglefoot Court side of the creek;

– Adding a seventy-foot coconut wood log along the creek on the landowners’ 
property;

– Installing chain link fences throughout the creek bed;

– Installing on one property a twenty-five-ton of “rip rap”; and

– Re-grading the slope of the back half of the landowners’ backyards, making that 
portion of the back yards about twice as steep as before the work. 

Hamner v. City of Bettendorf
• City asked compensation commission to assess damages for a 7.5-

foot temporary construction easement, and asserted that the rest of 
the work was within the scope of the original 25-foot easement; thus 
no compensation for that was necessary.

• Landowners did not agree.

• “An easement is a liberty, privilege or advantage in land without 
profit, existing distinct from ownership.” It is a restriction on another 
person’s property rights, benefitting the dominant estate and 
burdening the servient estate. 

Hamner v. City of Bettendorf
• Court applied a three-part test to 

determine whether use of easement is 
within its intended scope: 
1. the physical character of the past use compared to 

the proposed use; 

2. the purpose of the easement compared to the 
purpose of the proposed use; and 

3. the additional burden imposed on the servient land.
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Hamner v. City of Bettendorf
• Court said ‘no’.

– Project substantially changes the physical 
character of the past use of the landowners’ 
properties.

– Purpose of easement was for general drainage.  
Purpose of project is to reshape Stafford Creek 
and the surrounding bed to cure erosion.

– Estimated loss of value to properties ranged from 
$27,500 to $30,250.  Additional burden to the 
properties is substantial.

Federal Circuit Courts

Rasmuson, et al. 
v.

United States

US Court of Appeals for the 
Federal Circuit
October 5, 2015
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Rasmuson, et al. v. United States
• Rasmuson and others own land adjacent to three railway corridors in 

Central Iowa. 

• Pursuant to the National Trail System Act Amendments of 1982, the Surface 
Transportation Board issued Notices of Interim Trail Use (NITUs) for the 
corridors. NITUs “preserve established railroad rights-of-ways for future 
reactivation of rail service” and permit the railroad operator to cease 
operation without abandoning any “rights-of-way for railroad purposes.” 

• Rasmuson challenged the NITUs as uncompensated takings.  

• The trial court found that “but for issuance of the NITUs, under Iowa law the 
railway easements would have reverted back to plaintiff adjacent 
landowners upon cessation of railroad operations, and plaintiffs would have 
enjoyed land unencumbered by any easement.” The trial court thus found 
that a taking occurred.

Rasmuson, et al. v. United States
• A separate bench trial was held to determine just 

compensation. The trial court determined just compensation 
to be the value of the land as raw land (without any of the 
railroad’s improvements).

• The United States appealed.

• When assessing damages resulting from a taking, the 
landowner is entitled “to be put in as good a position … as if 
his property had not been taken.” 
– In the case of an easement, the conventional method of 

valuation is the difference between the value of the property 
before and after the government’s easement was imposed.

Rasmuson, et al. v. United States
• Issue:

– U.S. argued the “before” condition was the property with the physical 
remnants of the railway’s use (with tracks, ties, earthen embankments, 
poor soil conditions) 

– The plaintiffs argued the before condition was the property without such 
physical remnants (raw land pre-railroad development).

• Court:
– The “before” condition was the property “before” the issuance of the 

NITUs. Without the NITUs the land would have returned to the 
landowners with the physical remains of the railway, since the railroad 
was under no legal obligation to remove the physical remnants of 
railroad use, and no evidence was introduced that the railroad would 
have done so on its own.

– The fair market value of the land “before” the taking was therefore the 
value including the physical remains of the railway. An appraisal of the 
land to determine just compensation must therefore take into account 
the remnants of the railway.
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Smith & Wunderlich
v.

Conoco Phillips Pipe 
Line Company

8th Circuit
September 15, 2015

Smith & Wunderlich v. Conoco

• Conoco Phillips built a pipeline in 1930 that went 
through West Alton, MO. A leak was discovered in 
1963, and remains from the spill were found in 2002. 
The company purchased the property and worked with 
the state DNR to clean up the site. 

• 2 property owners within 1.1 miles of the spill filed a 
class action lawsuit in 2011. 

Smith & Wunderlich v. Conoco
• The plaintiff’s demonstrated contamination by citing MBTE 

found on the Wunderlichs’ property; however, there was no 
MBTE found at the contamination site. 

• None of the chemicals found at the contamination site were 
detected at any of the class members’ property. 

• Plaintiffs’ claimed that physical invasion is not required for the 
contamination site to be a nuisance, because the fear of 
contamination depressed their property values. 

• District court certified the class that sought monetary relief for 
the creation of a nuisance. 

• Phillips appealed the decision.
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Smith & Wunderlich v. Conoco

• Court: 
– Fear alone is not enough to meet the legal requirement that a 

nuisance be visible or capable of physical detection. “Negative 
publicity resulting in unfounded fear about dangers in the vicinity 
of the property does not constitute a significant interference with 
the use and enjoyment of land: The potential for contamination 
does not amount to sufficient proof of a nuisance.” 

• Because there was insufficient evidence to establish a 
claim for common law nuisance, the class action should 
not have been certified.

Supreme Court of the 
United States

Murr
v. 

State of Wisconsin

(pending)
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Murr v. Wisconsin
• The parents of Joseph P. Murr and his siblings purchased two 

adjacent lots fronting the St. Croix River, in the 1960s. They built a 
cabin on one lot; the other remains vacant.

• In the 1970s new regulations applicable to the Lower St. Croix 
Riverway Overlay District provided that where two contiguous 
properties had the same owners and were substandard (that is, too 
small for development as zoned), the lots were treated as one 
property for zoning purposes. This provision made each lot 
individually too small—after accounting for portions of the property 
within the floodplain or the slope preservation zone— for 
development.  Minimum parcel size for development is one acre.  
The two lots together, when “merged” are >1 acre. 

• In 1994 the parents gifted the lot with the cabin to the children.  In 
1995 the did the same with the vacant lot.

Murr v. Wisconsin
• In 2002 the children wanted to sell the vacant lot to pay for 

renovations to the cabin on the other lot – to get it up out of 
the floodplain and do other floodproofing work. 

• They applied for variances, one of which included a variance 
from the requirement that the lots be treated as a single 
parcel for zoning purposes.  The St. Croix County Board of 
Adjustment denied the variance.

• The children sued the state and county and claimed the 
ordinance in question resulted in an uncompensated taking of 
their property and deprived them of “all, or practically all, of 
the use of the [vacant lot] because the lot cannot be sold or 
developed as a separate lot.” 

• The circuit court granted summary judgment in favor of the 
state and county. The Wisconsin Court of Appeals affirmed.

Murr v. Wisconsin
• SCOTUS frame of the issue:

– Whether, in a regulatory taking case, the “parcel 
as a whole” concept as described in Penn Central 
Transportation Company v. City of New York, 
establishes a rule that two legally distinct but 
commonly owned contiguous parcels must be 
combined for takings analysis purposes.

– The “parcel-as-a-whole” issue is one of the most 
important takings issues that SCOTUS has never 
addressed.
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Parcel as a whole

What is the relevant 
“parcel” for purposes 
of determining whether 
a taking has occurred? 

Dave Developer owns 
both parcels. 

Parcel A

Wetlands

Parcel B

Developable

Parcel as a whole
• What is the relevant parcel for purposes of determining whether a 

regulation results in a taking?

– A taking occurs when “all economically viable use” of a property has 
been wiped out due to government regulation, or when the economic is 
“severe.”

– Generally speaking, the larger the scope of property to be considered, 
the less severe the regulatory impact on the entire parcel-as-a-whole.

– Conversely, if only a small parcel is relevant to the takings inquiry, the 
regulatory impact will be more concentrated on that small parcel and 
likely more adverse.

– Property owners benefit from a ruling that leads courts to define the 
relevant parcel narrowly, and thus to make regulatory impacts more 
concentrated and more severe.

Parcel as a whole
• Courts have articulated different tests for determining what 

property is relevant in defining the “parcel as a whole.”

– In Murr, The Wisconsin court applied a per se rule that 
contiguous parcels must always be considered as one parcel for 
takings analysis

– Other courts have applied a presumption that separate parcels 
should be considered separately, even if contiguous.

– Still others have said that whether multiple parcels should be 
considered together for takings purposes depends on the 
economic plans and expectations of the owner. “Even when 
contiguous land is purchased in a single transaction, the relevant 
parcel may be a subset of the original purchase where the owner 
develops distinct parcels at different times and treats the parcels 
as distinct economic units.”

• Lost Tree Village Corp. v. United States, 707 F.3d 1286, 1293 (Fed. Cir. 
2013).
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Murr v. Wisconsin

• Murr’s argument:
– The lots should be considered separately for 

takings analysis.
• The two parcels were bought by the Murrs’ parents at 

different times and are legally distinct.
• When the lots were purchased the “merger” ordinance 

was not yet in place.
• Government should not be able to take property without 

compensation simply because the owner happens to 
also own adjacent land. 

– Are people denied constitutional protections if government 
decides they own “too much” property?

Murr v. Wisconsin

• Wisconsin AG’s argument:
– The lots should be considered as a single, 

larger parcel for takings analysis.
• Property rights are determined by state law, and 

state law provides that these lots have “merged” 
and thus must be considered one parcel.

• The children could not have reasonably expected 
that their lots could be considered separately, 
given the fact that this regulation has been in effect 
since 1976 and the children acquired the lots in the 
mid-1990s.

Murr v. Wisconsin
Amicus (friend of the court) briefs filed:

– California Cattlemen’s Association
– US Chamber of Commerce
– Wisconsin Realtors
– Southeastern Legal Foundation 

and the Beacon Center
– National Association of 

Homebuilders
– New England Legal Foundation
– Reason Foundation
– Center for Constitutional 

Jurisprudence
– Cato Institute and Owners’ Counsel 

of America
– Mountain States Legal Foundation
– State of Nevada

– Property Law Professors

– APA and APA-Wisconsin

– United States of America

– National Trust for Historic 
Preservation

– State of California and 9 other 
states

– St. Croix Riverways

– Wisconsin Counties Association
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The End


